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The OK Factor's educational outreach is a mix of what inspires them most: exciting string techniques, fun 
folk tunes, original music, and the stories from their experiences as musicians. They are passionate about 
creating an experience that will inspire and encourage students and communities to explore music - to 
cultivate a curiosity about its role in their lives. These workshops are available for grades K-6.  

EXPLORATION & EXPERIMENTATION WITH STRING INSTRUMENTS (Grade Levels 4-6) 
Student-led Instrumental Storytelling 
Core Standards: Improvisation, Composition/Creation 
Students are given various scenes and are asked to create sound effects, music, and general soundscapes on 
their stringed instruments to accompany the scene. Students are encouraged to think outside the box with 
their instruments, stretching the ways in which they normally use and play them.  
Example Scenes: Basketball game, Thunderstorm, Traffic Jam 
 
Instrumental Rhythmic Games and Exercises  
Core Standards: Reading Music 
Students participate in rhythmic games that manipulate rhythmic elements and help students understand 
how to achieve a broader percussive sound with their stringed instruments.  
Example: Accented Rhythmic Patterns - Students are given four index cards each with a group of four sixteenth notes 
with random accents. Students continually rearrange the cards to achieve various accented rhythmic patterns.  
 
 
DISCOVERING THE WORLD OF INSTRUMENTAL FOLK MUSIC (Grade Levels K-6) 
Exploration of Folk Melodies 
Core Standards: Analyzing Music - Form, Culture, and Context 
Students are exposed to several folk melodies and a basic understanding of what folk music is. They explore 
song form - the difference between 'Part A' and 'Part B' - as an introductory arrangement technique, and 
learn to identify these parts with a quiet hand raise. In addition to a general understanding of folk music, 
students learn the origin and stories of iconic folk melodies. 
 
Instrument Petting Zoo 
For classrooms without stringed instruments, students are encouraged to come up to view the instruments 
up close and to feel how the sound is created.  
 
 
THE LIFE OF A MUSICIAN (Grade Levels K-6) 
A performance by The OK Factor paired with a student-led question and answer session surrounding what it 
means to be a musician in today's world.  


